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 Acta Oeconomica Vol. 7 (1), pp. 25-45 (1971)

 R. Andobka

 SOCIAL MOBILITY AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

 IN HUNGARY

 Economic development is strongly correlated with social processes, e.g.
 migration, social mobility, cultural change. Economic planning ought to take into
 consideration these social corollaries of economic growth. A comprehensive survey
 of social mobility in Hungary performed by the Demographic Research Institute
 of the Central Statistical Office provides a detailed picture of the processes of
 mobility, including some historical and international comparisons as well.

 Theories of the relation between social mobility and socio-economic
 development

 Scientific statements concerning the factors which determine social
 mobility in a given society are rather different, even contradictory:

 1. A few decades ago it was general opinion both in the United States and
 in Europe that possibilities for social mobility are much greater in America than
 in the European countries, because the American society is more "democratic",
 more "open", the European countries being in general more "aristocratic" and
 more "closed"; thus social mobility depends on the social system of the country.
 Empirical studies of mobility, however, disproved this one popular theory
 [1,2,3].

 2. On the basis of these first empirical surveys Lipset and Bendix [4]
 formulated their well-known theory. According to them "the overall pattern of
 social mobility appears to be the same in the industrial societies of various
 Western countries . . . Further, although it is clear that social mobility is
 related in many ways to the economic expansion of industrial societies, it is at
 least doubtful that the rates of mobility and expansion are correlated. Since a
 number of the countries for which we have data have had different rates of

 economic expansion but show comparable rates of social mobility, our tentative
 interpretation is that social mobility of societies becomes relatively high once
 their industrialization, and hence their economic expansion, reaches a certain
 level" (p. 13). Thus it is not the social system, its democratic or aristocratic
 character, nor the rate of economic development, but the level of development
 which determines the extent of mobility. Miller and Bryce, however, did not
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 26 R. ANDORKA: SOCIAL MOBILITY

 find strong correlations between social mobility (more exactly: different pat-
 terns of mobility) and economic indicators [5].*

 Hungarian society provides a suitable field to test these different theories.
 The economy almost stagnated between the two World Wars, the annual growth
 rate of national income being about 2 per cent; because of the consequences of
 the Second World War production has declined to a very low level, followed
 by a period of comparatively rapid economic growth in the 25 years since the
 War [7, 8, 9]. National income trebled from 1950 to 1970. During that time the
 social system changed from a conservative feudal-capitalist system to a socialist
 system based on the public ownership of almost all means of production.

 On the other hand, we have at our disposal a detailed survey on mobility
 by the Demographic Research Institute [10, 11] giving a full picture
 of intergenerational and intragenerational (career) mobility, as well as of
 several factors and concomitants of mobility (migration, education [school]
 level, fertility etc.). Also we have at our disposal mobility data from the cen-
 suses of 1930 and 1949 [12, 13], and from a special survey on the working class
 in Budapest in 1929 [14].** Although several methodological problems render an
 analysis of the latter data difficult, they can be used for rough comparisons

 Social mobility after the Second World War

 In the wake of economic development and social transformations, the
 occupational structure of Hungarian society changed rather radically after the
 Second World War. In the period between the census of 1941 and the micro-
 census of 1963 the number of men*** in non-manual occupations increased by
 almost 150 per cent, the number of manual workers in industry, building
 and other non-agricultural sectors increased by almost 50 per cent, while
 the number of male manuals in agriculture decreased by about 60 per cent.
 Also inside the particular social strata there were deep changes, first of all in
 agriculture, but also in industry and trade where the number of self-employed
 diminished strongly. These structural changes necessitated a large extent
 of social mobility.

 The influence of occupational structural changes was enhanced by the
 effect of differential fertility, as agricultural population, most of all the agri-

 * Outright recently calculated rather high correlations between the rate of develop-
 ment and mobility in different countries, but his analysis seems to be less conclusive than
 the work of Miller and Bryce, because he used a very condensed measure of mobility, the
 "Q" of Yule, neglecting the different types and patterns of mobility [6].

 ** Lackó [15] and Rupp [16] analyzed these historical data on social mobility,
 their results have been utilized in this study.

 *** Only the mobility of men is analyzed here, because of the difficulties connected
 with the study of mobility of women (who are often temporarily inactive).
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 Β. ANDORRA: SOCIAL MOBILITY 27

 cultural labourers (as distinguished from small landowners or farmers) had
 the highest and the non-manual workers the lowest fertility between the two
 World Wars.

 The combined effect of the changes in occupational structure and of
 differential fertility are reflected in the social structure of the present sample
 and in the social structure before the Second World War of the fathers of the

 men in the sample.* There are more than three times as many intellectuals and
 top executives in the sample at present than among the fathers, three times as
 many other non-manuals, more than twice many workers of all categories, but
 only half as many agricultural labourers and small landowners or farmes and
 less than half as many self-employed artisans, shop-keepers and members
 of industrial cooperatives taken together (Table 1).

 Thus, the changes in social structure, as well as differential fertility neces-
 sarily brought about social mobility at an important scale: more than two-thirds
 of the intellectuals and top executives, as well as of the other non-manuals, and
 half of the skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled workers must have originated
 from other social groups, while almost half of the sons of peasants were neces-
 •sarily obliged to i "outflow" from agriculture. The forces of socio-economic prog-
 ress determined the main direction of the social mobility process:** from the
 social strata of agricultural population into the groups of non-agricultural manuals,
 as well as from the group of agricultural and non-agricultural manuals into the
 groups of top executives, intellectuals and other non-manuals.

 91 per cent of those who were intergenerationally mobile in the sample
 changed their social position in this main direction and only 9 per cent opposite
 to it (Table 1). The majority of the individual mobility movements were mobil-
 ity steps from the agricultural population into the manual occupations (51 per
 cent of all cases of mobility), a smaller part consisted of mobility steps from
 lower grade manual occupations to higher grade manual occupations, e.g. from
 the unskilled group into the skilled group etc. (32 per cent), and a rela-
 tively small part of total mobility was movement from the agricultural and
 non-agricultural manual strata into the non-manual strata (8 per cent). Thus
 the main feature of mobility in Hungary was the change from peasant status
 into non-agricultural manual status, in other words the inflow of peasants into
 industry (and partly also into the service sector).

 * The sample of the mobility survey of the Demographic Research Group composed
 approximately 16,000 families. Here we use only the data of the approximately 12 ' 000 male heads of families. '

 ** The expression of "upward " and "downward" mobility are avoided in the follow-
 ing discussion on purpose, instead of these the expressions "mobility in the main direction"
 and "mobility opposite to the main direction" are used. The cause of this terminology is
 that - since we do not dispose of a reliable survey on the objective and subjective ranking
 of different occupations - it is impossible at present to state unequivocally that mobility
 η the main direction was always an "upward" movement.
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 R. ANDORKA: SOCIAL MOBILITY 33

 These characteristics of mobility in Hungary have a counterpart in the
 development of the sectoral composition of national income: the production
 of industry grew from 1950 to 1969 from 100 to 436, that of the building
 industry to 378, while that of agriculture to 116 only. Social mobility was
 strongly correlated with the industrialization of the country.

 The question arises, however, to what extent did the more "open" or
 more "egalitarian" character of Hungarian society after the Second World
 War contribute to social mobility ? It is difficult to operationalize the concept
 of "openness" of society. If we define open society as a society characterized
 by equal opportunity for everyone independently of his social origin to attain
 the same social status, position, or occupation, then we may measure "openness"
 by the extent of circular mobility compared to structural mobility, which latter
 may be divided again into the necessary minimum structural mobility and
 other structural mobility.*

 In the sample of the mobility survey of the Demographic Research In-
 stitute,

 59 per cent were intergenerationally mobile (compared to the father)
 of which:

 33 per cent may be considered as minimum structural mobility,
 8 per cent other structural mobility,
 18 per cent circular mobility.

 Thus, the importance of structural factors in mobility was much higher than of the
 factors connected with the "openness" of the social system: This empirical result
 is in accordance with the statement of Ossowski [17] that socialist revolution
 exerted its influence in the direction of increasing social mobility first of all
 through increasing the pace of economic and social progress and the change of
 political and cultural value systems had (at least in the period following im-
 mediately the socialist revolution) a smaller influence on the extent of mobility.

 Two further characteristics of the mobility process in Hungary should be
 emphasized:

 Y.Intragenerational or career mobility [18] played an important rolein total
 mobility, about half of total mobility having taken place between the fathers'
 occupation and the first job and another half between first and present job, i.e.

 * The definitions of these concepts are: "necessary minimum structural mobility: the
 mobility which would have occurred in the case if outflow took place from the diminishing
 social strata only and inflow exclusively into the increasing strata; other structural
 mobility is the mobility in the main direction caused by the fact that structural changes
 are generally realized by movements between neighbouring social groups, e.g. from the
 group of unskilled workers to that of semi-skilled workers, from the semi-skilled ones to
 the skilled group, from the skilled group into non-manual occupations etc.; circular
 mobility consists of vice-versa movements between different groups, regardless
 of structural changes, e.g. some part of the sons of skilled workers entering the non-
 manual group and the same amount of sons of non-manuals taking their place in the
 skilled group.

 3 Acta Oeconomica 7, 1971
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 34 Ε. ANDOEKA: SOCIAL MOBILITY

 during the career of the respondents (Tables 2 and 3). Inflow into professional
 occupations necessitating attainment of higher school level is also frequent
 during a career. This fact seems to prove the importance of adult education, in
 evening schools (and at the universities). The inflow into the skilled occupations, on
 the contrary, took place in the majority of cases intergenerationally, i.e. at the
 time of entering the first job. By generalization it may be stated that the young
 sons of peasants rather became skilled workers, while the older peasants rather
 entered some semi-skilled or unskilled occupation, if they moved into the non-
 agricultural manual strata [11].

 These facts are again in close connection with the economic development
 of the country. Industrialization began suddenly after the War, the demand for
 manpower in industry rose swiftly. The demand for skilled workers was satis-
 fied mostly from the younger generations going through apprenticeship and
 from older semi-skilled and unskilled workers who had already some industrial
 training and learned the new skill at the job. Older peasants filled the places of
 these latter workers in the semi-skilled and unskilled groups.

 2. The attainment of higher school qualification was a most important
 factor in the social mobility in the main direction (Table 4). Peasants and sons
 of peasants who entered some non-agricultural social group have higher school
 qualification, than those who remained in agriculture, the workers and peasants
 and their sons who entered the top executive, intellectual and other non-
 manual groups have higher school qualification than those who remained in
 their group of origin.

 The growing importance of schooling in mobility is a fact often stressed
 by authors investigating social mobility in Western countries. It is noteworthy,
 however, that even in Hungary where social mobility took place under some-
 what different conditions, in connection not only with general economic devel-
 opment, but also with a change in the social system, the attainment of a higher
 school qualification was strongly connected with the change in social position
 either as a precondition to it, or a consequence of it.

 The connection between mobility and school qualification is even stronger
 if viewed from the opposite viewpoint: not everybody who originated from
 another social group and entered the group of top executives and intellectuals
 attained parallelly a higher school level (though the majority did), but almost
 everybody who acquired a university degree belongs to the group of top executives
 and for intellectuals. The demand for qualified manpower seems to have been so
 strong that sooner or later everybody who managed to graduate from a uni-
 versity got an adequate job. The overwhelming majority of those sons of
 non-manuals who are at present manual workers, did not attain even the
 complete secondary school qualification. This statement is not in contra-
 diction with the fact that, in some periods after the War, there was a con-
 siderable mobility from non-manual occupations into the groups of manual

 Acta Oeconomica 7, 1971
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 R. ANDOBKA: SOCIAL MOBILITY 35

 workers, but most of these returned after some years into non-manual jobs [19].
 On the contrary, there was very few ' 'return' ' mobility of the type: manual -
 non-manual - manual, i.e. those who originated from the worker and peasant
 social groups and entered top executive, intellectual or other non-manual
 occupations, very rarely returned into the manual strata (mostly only in
 cases when they could not attain the school level necessary for that type
 of job).

 The importance of education in the process of social mobility may be
 interpreted as a manifestation of the demand for knowledge and skills, in other
 terms: for human investment in the conditions of modern socio-economic

 development. This imperative demand prevails sooner or later also in the case
 of revolutionary changes of the social system, as in Hungary.*

 Social mobility in historical perspective

 Recently Fügedi analyzed the conditions of social mobility in the Hun-
 garian ruling class, the top aristocracy in the Middle Ages and demonstrated a
 surprising stability of the small group of ruling families [23]. For several
 centuries the composition of the ruling class changed very slowly, the members
 of the families belonging to the ruling group at the time of the original settle-
 ment of Hungarians in the Danube valley in the basin of the Carpathians and
 of the foundation of the Kingdom of Hungary (10th century) still belonged to
 the top aristocracy at the end of the Middle Ages.

 It would be desirable to dispose of similar historical studies of
 social mobility in other periods of Hungarian history too; at present, however,
 we can follow the development of social mobility only from 1929 on. The work-
 ing class survey of Budapest [14], as well as the censuses of 1930 [12] and 1949
 [13] contain data on intergenerational mobility. Well aware of the difficulties
 of comparison** [7] (first of all because of the fact that the data of 1949 are
 published only for both sexes together, and because of differences in the classi-
 fication of occupations) we may draw some conclusions on social mobility and
 its relation to economic development since the First World War.

 Comparing the results of 1930 (Table 5)*** and 1949 (Table 6) with the

 * The empirical results of the mobility survey of the Demographic Research Insti-
 tute of the Central Statistical Office, as well as the conclusions drawn from them are
 supported by other sources of data and analyses on mobility, as a general stratification
 survey of the Central Statistical Off ice containing some data on intergenerational mobility
 [20], [21] and a special survey on the career of leaders of village councils [22].

 ** The classification of different occupations is not entirely comparable between
 1930, 1949, 1960 and 1963.

 *** According to the results of the survey in 1929 [14] the composition of the work-
 ing class in Budapest by the social position of the father was at that time: father non-
 manual 5 per cent, self-employed manual 31 per cent, manual worker 29 per cent,
 agricultural 28 per cent, other and unknown 7 per cent.

 3* Äcta Oeconomica 7, 1971
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 36 R. ANDOBKÀ: SOCIAL MOBILITY

 Table 5

 Inter generational mobility of men (earners) in 1930 (n = 2 932 864)

 Son at present

 Father ■ .
 non-manual self-employed manuai worker agricultural Total

 manual

 Non-manual 33 4 3 - 4

 Self-employed manual 28 48 22 2 14

 Manual worker 9 9 30 2 j 10
 Agricultural 14 33 35 94 | 65

 Total 100 100 100 100 100

 Son at present

 61 non-manual self-employed manual agricultural other* Total
 manual worker ;

 Non-manual 57 8 18 2 15 100

 Self-employed manual 13 29 40 10 8 100
 Manual worker 5 7 72 8 8 100

 Agricultural 2 4 14 76 4 100
 Total 7 8 25 53 7 100

 * Mostly pensionnaires.

 data taken from the mobility survey of the Demographic Research Institute in
 1962-64 (Table 7)* the following conclusions can be drawn:
 1. The percentage of those who originated from manual worker or agri-

 cultural social groups increased in the non-manual group from 1930 to 1962-64
 i.e. the inflow of workers and peasants into non-manual occupations is higher
 at present than between the two World Wars.
 2. The percentage of those who originated in the agricultural stratum

 increased in the non-agricultural worker groups from 1930 to 1962-64, i.e. the
 inflow of peasants into manual occupations in industries and services is higher
 at present than between the two World Wars.
 Thus, mobility in the main direction was significantly higher after the Second

 World War than before.
 3. The outflow of sons of non-manuals into the manual strata decreased

 to a certain degree.
 4. The outflow of sons of manual workers into the agricultural stratum

 remained at the same, relatively low, level.

 * Table 7 is a " summary" of Table I.

 Acta Oeconomica 7, 1971
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 R. ANDORRA: SOCIAL MpBILITY 37

 Table 6

 Intergenerational social mobility of men and women (earners) in 1949
 (n = 4 409 299)

 Son and daughter at present

 Father ~ ' ~ ' : ) : ' r
 non-manual self-employed manuai worker | agricultural j Total manual ! ·

 ^ - - _ ι
 Non-manual 29 6 3 1 ! 5

 Self-employed manual 20 37 14 3 11
 Manual worker 31 20 40 3 19

 Agricultural 18 34 40 92 63
 Unknown 2 3 3 12

 Total 100 100 100 100 100

 Son and daughter at present

 Father j
 non-manual self-employed manuai worker agricultural i Total

 manual :

 !
 Non-manual 67 10 18 5 100

 Self-employed manual 20 26 40 14 100
 Manual worker 18 9 65 8 100

 Agricultural 3 4 20 73 100

 Unknown j 10 10 51 j 29 100
 Total 11 8 31 50 100

 Table 7

 Intergenerational social mobility of men in 1962 - 1964

 Son at present

 Father j j ! j
 non-manual | manual | agricultural | Total

 Non-manual 23 3 - 6

 Self-employed manual 17 13 4 10
 Manual worker 35 32 5 23

 Agricultural ! 25 52 91 61

 Total | 100 100 100 100

 Son at present

 Father

 non-manual manntl I agricultural Total

 Non-manual 70 28 « 100

 Manual (self-employed and worker) 25 66 9 100
 Agricultural 7 43 * 100

 Total 17 49 & 100
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 Thus, mobility opposite to the main direction, i.e. circular mobility decreased
 somewhat from 1930 to 1962-64. This seems tobe a very important conclusion
 and is in contradiction with scientific and popular hypotheses and beliefs con-
 cerning the mobility after social revolutions. Without further deeper investiga-
 tion of this phenomenon, however, it is impossible to explain the causes of this
 empirical finding.

 5. The chances of working class sons to enter the non-manual occupations
 considerably increased from 1930 to 1962-64.

 6. The chances of peasant sons to enter non-agricultural manual and non-
 manual occupations similarly grew to a high extent from 1930 to 1962-64.

 Thus, the chances for mobility of members of the working class and of the
 peasant class are much higher at present than they were in the past.

 All the above conclusions may be interpreted in terms of different eco-
 nomic development in the period before and after the Second World War. The
 period between the two World Wars was characterized by slow economic
 growth, national income rose by an annual average of 2 per cent after the set-
 back caused by the First World War; the recession was especially prolonged
 and from its consequences the economy recovered slowly. Thus, industrializa-
 tion which might have been a way out of the serious economic and social
 problems of the country (agricultural underemployment, "three million beg-
 gars" in the villages etc.), proceeded at a very moderate rate only. In conse-
 quence, the occupational and social composition of society underwent only
 relatively small changes, predominance of agriculture remained the main
 characteristic of the occupational structure (the proportion of male earners in
 agriculture remained above 50 per cent). The non-agricultural working class
 was relatively weak and grew partly by absorbing the social group of artisans,
 providing in consequence relatively few chances for peasants to leave agricul-
 ture. Only the years of the War brought some changes, with the upswing of
 industrial war production. These however, were, soon swept away by the devasta-
 tions. At the census of 1949 the percentage of earners in agriculture was approxi-
 mately the same as in 1941, and only 3 percentage points less than in 1930,
 whereas the percentage of industrial and service workers, as well as of nonmanu-
 als rose only slightly since 1930. As against all that, in the two following
 decades national income grew at a yearly average rate of 5.6 per cent, industry
 became the leading sector of the economy, and, in consequence, the occupation-
 al and social structure changed radically: today (according to the census of
 1970) only 23 per cent of active earners are maouals in agriculture, the percentage
 of non-agricultural manuals grew to 51 per cent and that of non-manuals to 26 per
 cent. The differences in the rate of change of occupational structure are dis-
 played (of course not exactly) also by the marginal columns and rows, i.e. by
 the occupational composition of fathers and sons (daughters) in Tables 5 - 7.
 Greater changes in occupational structure brought about greater mobility.
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 The changes in the proportions of different social strata to each other also
 had an important effect on the chances of mobility: obviously, there are better
 chances to "outflow" from the agricultural stratum, if it becomes smaller as
 compared to the growing groups of manuals and non-manuals, as more
 "places" are available in the latter groups for fewer sons of peasants.
 Similarly a greater non-manual stratum provides by its growth more places
 for mobile persons originating from other classes.

 International comparison of social mobility

 In international comparison, methodological difficulties are even more
 important than if we try to compare social mobility at different dates in the
 same country. Some tentative conclusions, however, seem to be possible.

 Comparing the "outflow" mobility ratios quoted by Lipset and Bendix
 [4] and those of the survey of the Demographic Research Institute in Hungary,
 at first the similarity seems to be striking. E.g.:

 The proportion

 of sons of of sons of of eons of
 manuals peasants non-manuals

 who are at present

 non-manuals manuals manuals and
 peasants

 (as percentage of the social
 group of origin)

 France 35 13 27

 Germany I. survey 27 28 42

 Germany II. survey 30 19 20

 Germany III. survey 27 37 30
 Sweden 29 42 25

 Switzerland 44 19 16

 United States I. survey 35 39 29

 United States II. survey 31 46 35
 Japan 33 22 26

 Hungary 25 43 30

 It would be, however, unwise to draw the conclusion that Hungarian
 mobility confirms the thesis of Lipset and Bendix, namely, that social mobility
 is similar in all industrialized countries. If, namely, the inflow mobility ratios

 Ada Oeconcmica 7, 1971
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 are calculated from the data published by Lipset and Bendix and compared
 with the Hungarian data,* very important differences are displayed. E.g.:

 Proportion

 of sons of of sons of of sons of
 manuals peasants peasants

 who are at presents

 non-manuals I non-manuals | manuals
 (as percentage of the social group of destination)

 France 18 17 24

 Germany III. survey 26 11 17
 Sweden 32 22 32

 United States I. survey 32 20 32

 Japan 16 27 32

 Hungary 52 25 52

 Thus, although outflow mobility ratios** in Hungary are more or less similar
 to those in other countries, the inflow of workers and peasants into the non-manual
 stratum and the inflow of peasants into the non-agricultural manual stratum is
 higher in Hungary than in any other country compared by Lipset and Bendix.***
 As the very broad occupational groups used by Lipset and Bendix (non-

 manual - manual - farm) seem to be too aggregated and may be therefore
 misleading, the Hungarian mobility ratios were compared by finer occupational
 classification (see Table 1) to the results of two mobility surveys, that of Blau
 and Duncan in the United States (25) and of Glass and associates in England
 (1), who used comparable occupational groups.**** It was found that:

 * This calculation based on the data of Lipset and Bendix and the comparison
 with Hungarian results was first made by Kemény [24].

 ** Outflow mobility ratio is defined as the proportion of mobile persons (in per-
 centages) of the social group of origin. Inflow mobility ratio is defined as the proportion
 of mobile persons (in percentages) of the social group of destination (present group).
 *** Miller [26] compared '^national mobility profiles", among them also the mobility

 of Hungary based on the results of the 1949 census. It is possible to classify Hungarian
 mobility in 1962 - 64 according to his criteria in the following way:

 - manual into non-manual: high mobility (just above the dividing line of high
 and low);

 - non -manual into manual: high mobility;
 - manual into elite (intellectuals and executives): high;
 - middle classes (other non -manual) into elite: high;
 - total movement out of elite: low;
 - middle classes downward to upward movement: low;
 - elite into manual: high.
 As Miller, too, uses outflow mobility ratios, there is again no clear-cut difference

 between Hungarian mobility and that of Western countries.
 **** Data for the United States on pages 28 and 39 in [25], data for England on page

 183 in [1].
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 1 . the outflow of sons of intellectuals (professionals), executives, and man-
 agers into other social groups is slightly higher in Hungary than in the United
 States and England;

 2. the chances of a son of a skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled worker to
 enter the group of intellectuals and executives (professionals, managers) are
 higher in the United States and lower in England than in Hungary;

 3. the chances of a son of a peasant to enter the group of intellectuals and
 executives (professionals, managers) are higher in the United States than in
 Hungary;

 4. the chances of a son of a skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled worker to
 enter other non-manual occupations are more or less similar in the three
 countries;

 5. the chances of a son of a peasant to enter the other non-manual
 occupations are smaller in Hungary than in the United States.

 Thus, circular mobility (manifested by the outflow of intellectuals and
 executives into other groups) is similar or somewhat higher in Hungary than in
 the other two countries. As to the chances of sons of workers and peasants to
 reach intellectual, executive and other non-manual occupations, it is difficult
 to state any clear-cut tendency, but surely they are not higher in Hungary
 than in the United States.

 The inflow mobility ratios, however, display again very clear differences:
 1. the percentage of sons of manual workers and peasants in the social group

 of intellectuals and executives (managers, professionals) is decidedly higher in
 Hungary than in the two other countries,

 2. the percentage of sons of peasants in all groups of non-agricultural
 manual workers is much higher in Hungary than in the United States.

 Thus, the finer international comparison based on a more detailed list of
 social groups confirms the above-mentioned conclusions drawn from the com-
 parison of Hungarian mobility with the data used by Lipset and Bendix.
 This unexpected and rather peculiar result, Hungarian mobility being similar
 from the viewpoint of outflow mobility ratios and much higher from the view-
 point of inflow mobility ratios, is again a consequence of structural factors and
 ultimately of the rate of economic development. The national economy of Hungary
 and, in consequence, its occupational structure is at a lower level of develop-
 ment than that of the United States and England: the ratio of agricultural
 population still is much higher and that of the social groups of intellectuals,
 managers and other non-manuals much smaller. On the other hand, economic
 development and the change of occupational structure was probably faster in
 Hungary than in the United States and England in the period preceding the
 mobility surveys compared. Therefore, the rapidly growing intellectual and
 other non-manual social groups absorbed a large number of persons originating
 from the working class and agricultural population who constitute today the
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 majority of these social groups. The number of these mobile persons, however,
 was not so important compared to their original stratum because of the rela-
 tively smaller weight of their class of destination and greater weight of their
 class of origin. Similarly, the sons of the agricultural population who entered
 non-agricultural manual occupations constitute the majority of the working
 class today, while in the United States the exodus of peasants into industry
 and services influenced the composition of manual groups to a smaller extent,
 as farm population was already very small.

 Some remarks on future mobility and problems of social policy
 concerning mobility

 From the analysis of social mobility in the Hungarian society and from
 its comparison in historical perspective as well as with other developed coun-
 tries it seems to be clear that the main driving force of mobility was economic
 development. It follows that future mobility will also depend, first of all, on
 future economic development. (Fertility differences of social classes decreased
 and are continuing to decrease, so that it is improbable that differential fertility
 will be a very important factor in bringing about social mobility.) If national
 income grows at the planned high rate (about 6 per cent a year), the number of
 people with university degree must grow rapidly (as a precondition and a con-
 sequence of economic development). Similarly, the number of high-level
 executive and manager jobs will increase. The doubling in one generation of the
 percentage of intellectuals with university qualification and of top executives
 implies an inflow of 50 per cent of persons originating from other social strata
 even in the case of total occupational inheritence of the children of intellectuals .
 If the extent of occupational inheritance of intellectuals and executives remains
 the same as in the period investigated by the mobility survey of the Demographic
 Researchlnstitute,i.e.56.5per cent (see Table 1), the implied inflow will be more
 than 70 per cent. A higher rate of economic development would imply still
 higher inflow, an eventual lower rate of growth obviously a lower inflow of sons
 of workers and peasants into the social group of intellectuals and executives.

 A high rate of social mobility, however, is also a precondition of a high
 rateof economic development. Therefore, a comprehensive social policy embrac-
 ing, among other things, the fostering of the chances of social mobility by dif-
 ferent means (e.g. educational policy, regional development policy, migration
 policy) is an important component of an overall economic policy for economic
 growth and social progress.

 Ada Oeconomica 7. 1971
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 Annex

 Definition of the social groups used in the article:
 1. Intellectual and executive: all persons having a university degree and

 working in a job where a university degree is required, as well as all persons
 having a top executive position in enterprises (managers) and state administra-
 tion (inclusive of leaders of village councils).

 2. Other non-manual: all other people having a ' 'white-collar" job.
 3. Artisan, member of industrial cooperative: all self-employed persons

 outside agriculture, as well as the members of non-agricultural cooperatives.
 In the case of the fathers' social position (in 1938) only self-employed persons,
 as there were no cooperatives (compared to the present ones) at that time.

 4. Skilled worker: persons having learned some skilled trade and having
 an adequate job, exceptionally also persons doing such a job without qualifica-
 tion.

 5. Semi-skilled worker: persons having a job (mostly machine work) re-
 quiring a short learning, without learned skill.

 6. Office attendant: all kinds of non-agricultural manual workers who
 cannot be classified into the other categories, e.g. office attendants, porters,
 messengers, etc.

 7. Unskilled worker: persons in jobs where learning is not necessary.
 8. Day-worker: persons without a regular job. At present it means

 probably deviant behaviour, in the past it was a regular form of employment.
 9. Agricultural: farmers, agricultural labourers, members of agricultural

 cooperatives.
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 OBIUECTBEHHAH MOBHJlbHOCTb H 3KOHOMHMECKOE PA3BMTME
 Β ΒΕΗΓΡΜΗ

 P. AHAOPKA

 Β jiHTepaType mo>kho BCTpeTHTbCfl c pa3JiHHHbiMH nojio>KeHHflMH ο (jmKTopax, onpe-
 AejiíHomHx BejiHHHHy oõmecTBeHHoft MOÖHJibHOCTH. Oahh cHHTaioT «oTKpbiTbiH xapaicrep
 oömecTBa» Ba>KHeHiiiHM onpeAeJiiiiomHM 4>aKTopoM, apynne npHßaioT peiuaiomee 3HaMeHHe
 ypOBHK) HJ1H TeMny SKOHOMHHeCKOrO pa3BHTHH.
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 McCJieflOBaHHe OÖlIjeCTBeHHOH MOÖHJIbHOCTH, ΠρΟΒβΑβΗΗΟβ ,Ε^ΜΟ^φΗΗβϋΚΗΜ HHCTH-
 TyTOM npH ΜΟΥ, nO3BOJI5ieT npOBepHTb 3TH npOTHBOnOJIO>KHbie ΓΗΠ0ΤΘ3Μ Ha OIIblTe BeHrpHH.
 nepenHCH HacejieHHH 1930 η 1949 rofla, a TaiOKe oöcjieAOBaHHe nojio>KeHHH öyAaneiirrcKHX
 paèoHHx 1929 rofla coAepwaT HeKOTOpbie AaHHbie o MOÕHJibHocra, KOTopbie mo>kho Hcnojib-
 3oeaTb AJifl uejin HCTopHnecKoro cpaBHeHHfl.

 Ha προτ#>κθΗΗΗ HCTeKiuHx 25 jieT β BeHrpHH HMeji MecTo KpynHbiH sKOHOMHnecKHH
 nporpecc, napajiJiejibHO c KOTopbiM npoH3ouiJio Η3ΜβΗβΗΗβ CTpyKTypbi 3aH^T0CTH h oömecT-
 ΒβΗΗΟΗ CTpyKTypbi. 3το CTpyKTypHoe npeo6pa3OBaHHe flBJijuiocb Ba>KHeHiueH ABH^ymeft
 CHJ10H pOCta OÕmeCTBeHHOH MO6HJIbHOCTH.

 OCHOBHbIM HanpaBJieHHeM OÕmeCTBeHHOH MOÕHJIbHOCTH 6bIJI nepeXOA H3 CJIOÍ! CeJIbCKO-
 xo35iHCTBeHHoro HacejieHHH β cjioíí HecejibCK0X03flHCTBeHHbix pa6oHHx. npHMepHO nojiOBHHa
 HbiHeiiiHHx pa6oHHx npoHCxoAHT H3 KpecTb^HCTBa. Boiiee AByxTpeTeHHbiHeiiiHero cjioh hhtcji-
 JIHreHUHH Η pyKOBOAfliqHX paÖOTHHKOB Η ÖOJiee MeTblpeX nHTbIX OCTaJIbHblX paÖOTHHKOB
 yMCTBeHHoro Tpy/ja npoHCxoAHJiH h3 ceMeii paöoTHHKOB φΗ3ΗΗβοκοΓθ TpyAa.

 KpynHyio pojib β npoijecce MOÖHJibHocTH nrpaji nepexoA h3 οαηογο o6mecTBeHHoro
 cjioii β Apyroö cjiOH β xoAe coöctbchhoh TpyAOBoíí ACHTejibHocTH, HanpHMep, nepexoA paöoHHx
 β rpynny HHTejiJinreHUHH h pyKOBOA^mnx pa6oTHHKOB, nepexoA KpecTbHH β pHflf* pa6oHHX.

 OömecTBeHHaji MOÖHJibHocTb õbiJia TecHO CB5i3aHa c nojiyneHHeM õojiee BMCOKoro
 IlIKOJlbHOrO 06pa30BaHHfl. POCT nOTpeÖHOCTH Β ΚΒ3ΛΗφΗμΗρ0Β3ΗΗ0Η paÕOHeH CHJie, - Β
 peeyjibTaTe ycKopeHHH 3KOHOMHMecKoro pa3BHTHíi, - ημθλ HacTOJibKO KpynHbie MacuiTaou,
 HTO Bce jiHua, nojiyHHBuine öojiee BbicoKoe uiKOJibHoe o6pa3OBaHHe, πομτη 6β3 HCKJiiOHeHHH
 nojiynajiH cooTBeTCTByiomyio HOByio A0Ji>KH0CTb.

 Rojw jiHu, paõonero η KpecTbíiHCKoro nponcxo>KAeHHH β rpynne HHTejiJiHreHqHH η
 pyKOBOA^mHx paöoTHHKOB, a TaK>Ke bo BceM cjioe paõoTHHKOB yMCTBeHHoro TpyAa β HacTonmee
 BpeMfl cymecTBeHHO öojibiiie, HeM β 1930 η 1949 roAax. AHajiorHHHbiM o6pa3OM cymecTBeHHo
 BO3pocjia AOJiH JiHu KpecTbHHCKoro npoHCxo>KAeHHH BHyTpH paöonero KJiacca. 3το CBH3aH0
 C TeM, HTO Β nepHOA MOKAy AByMH MHpOBbIMH BOÍÍHaMH 3K0H0MHHeCK0e pa3BHTHe Β ΒβΗΓρΗΗ
 6biJio BecbMa MeAJieHHbiM, a nocjie couHajiHcraqecKoro nepeycTpoiiCTBa τθμπ 3KOHOMHqecKoro
 nporpecca Hpe3BbiHaHH0 ycKopHjic^i.

 ConocTaBJieHHe BeHrepcKHx η 3apy6e>KHbix κο3ΦΦηι;ηθητοβ MOÕHJibHocTH onpoeep-
 raeT nojicttKeHHe ajviepHKaHCKHx counojioroB JlnnceTa η BeHAHKca, corjiacHo KOTopOMy Mac-
 IIITaÖbl OÕmeCTBeHHOH MOÖHJlbHOCTH Β SKOHOMHHeCKH pa3BHTbIX CTpaHaX HBJ1HIOTCH npHMepHO
 OAHHaKOBbiMH. Β BeHrpHH AOJiH JiHq pa6oHero η KpecTb^HCKoro προκοχο>ΚΑβΗΗΗ β rpynne
 HHTejiJiHreHUHH h pyROBOAHii^Hx pa6oTHHKOB h paéoTHHKOB yMCTBeHHoro TpyAa Booöme, a
 TaK>Ke AOJifl jiuu, KpecTb^HCKoro nponcxo>KAeHHH cpeAH pa6oHHx cymecTBeHHO Bwuie, neM
 β 3anaAHbix CTpaHax, oöcjieAOBaHHbix ynoM^HyTbiMH Bbiiue aBTopaMH. 3το on^Tb-TaKH mo>kho
 06"b^CHHTb CTpyKTypHbIMH φ3ΚΤ0ρ3ΜΗ Η ÕOJiee ÖbiCTpbIM ΤβΜΠΟΜ 3K0H0MHHeCK0r0 pa3BHTHH.

 Ha ocHOBaHHH aHajiH3a oöiqecTBeHHOH MoönjibHOCTH mo>kho CAejiaTb bhboa, hto Ba>K-
 HeHUJHM φ3ΚΤ0ρ0Μ ΠΟΟϋβΑΗΘΗ Η Β AaJlbHeHUieM ÖyAeT HBJlflTbCH 3K0H0MHHeCK0e pa3BHTHe.
 COUHaJlbHaH nOJIHTHKa, paCllIHpfllOInafl pa3JlHHHbIMH CpeACTBaMH BO3MO>KHOCTH COÖCTBeHHOH
 MOÖHJibHOCTH, (uiKOJibHoe o6pa3OBaHHe, pernoHajibHoe pa3BHTHe, MHrpainw HacejieHHH) το>κβ
 9iBJiHQTCH OAHOH H3 npenocbiJiOK öbiCTporo SKOHOMHMecKoro nporpecca.
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